Chronicles of Zee has covererd Australian band,
Crowded House's number one hit, Don’t Dream
It’s over.
Chronicles of Zee the newest sound out of Britain has put a must-hear cover spin of Australian band,
Crowded House's number one hit song, Don’t Dream It’s over.
BIRMINGHAM, MIDLANDS, UNITED KINGDOM, July 6, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Music link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVaWwpLsdes&feature=youtu.be
Chronicles of Zee the newest sound out of Britain has put a must-hear cover spin of Australian band,
Crowded House's number one hit song, Don’t Dream It’s over.
Chronicles of Zee challenged the music industry when they turned this song into a fun and upbeat
reggae song with a little heat and soul. Many people aren’t accustomed to the reggae way of life,
which is a more laid back and relaxed atmosphere
Islanders have realized what is happening is going to happen, whether they run to it or walk. This
song is a representation of life in the Caribbean and Chronicles of Zee has artistically made the
sound to a fashion of both tone and meaning.
"Cool Jazz" started after jazz but it was way cool. It had rhythm, and that swing time, gypsy, and
Cuban. All style of new jazz was welcome under the "Cool Jazz code of the real Jazz era of the
1930's and '40;s. If Chronicles of Zee had been playing for a full house in 1948, they would need
another name than CoolHouse.
Easy on the eyes as well, it will never be difficult to lay in feathers from heaven as the three of them
croon to you with their cool calm and collected personas, their passion and articulate manor as they
disclose on their creative and overflowing imaginations. Their own music is an imaginative and
innovative fusion influenced by the music that has always had the power to make our bodies move:
pop, rock, funk, RNB, Blues, and Reggae, the rhythms of the eternal universe. And that universe has
been divine in placing those talented tones behind the sexy, confident eyes, and strong jaw grin of
Des crooning their music as if intended just for you.
Chronicles of Zee - 'Dont Dream it over' is available to download from all main digital stores on the 6th
July 2018.
Connect with Chronicles of Zee
https://www.chroniclesofzee.com/
https://twitter.com/chroniclesofzee?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Chroniclesofzee
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